
Let Us Customize Your
Device

When it comes to the CareCaller™
LTE and Help+Alert, simplicity is key.
All devices come completely
preprogrammed to the exact requests
and specifications of each client.
SafeGuardian will program all phone
numbers, and customize each device
to the exact specifications of our
clients, so all you have to do is turn it
on!

Innovative Voice Alerts

One of the most exciting new
features of the CareCaller™ LTE are
the innovative voice prompts. During
such events as a fall detection, an
SOS alert, an incoming phone call, a
low battery alert, etc., the
CareCaller™ LTE's voice prompts will
announce to the wearer exactly what
is happening.

To hear a sample alert for yourself,
click the link below.

Learn More

4G Features: Fall Alerts
with Adjustable
Sensitivity

Patients may be hesitant to report
falls, for fear of losing their
independence or worrying family
members. But the sooner a fall is
reported, the better the chances a
patient has continuing to live safely
on their own. The CareCaller™ LTE
and Help+Alert boasts fall detection

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/1289/0149/files/CareCallerLTEPrompt.mp3?974
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with adjustable sensitivity. Never
worry about triggering false alarms or
having a fall go undetected. The
CareCaller™ LTE and Help+Alert can
adjust the sensitivity of its fall
detection and tailor to the needs of
every user.

Shop Now

In Other News...
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More Elderly People Are
Dying From Falls, Study
Says

The rate of deaths from falls among
older adults in the United
States nearly tripled since 2000, and
response time to those events is
crucial to maintaining their long-term
health and independence. - US News
and World Report

Read More
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Extending ‘Healthspan’:
Brain Scientists Tap Into
The Secrets Of Living Well
Longer

Although there’s only so much a
person can do to delay the onset of
disease, there’s plenty that scientists
are learning to improve your chances
of a better healthspan - Kaiser Health
News

Read More

Vitamin D Alone Doesn't
Prevent Fractures

Taking calcium and vitamin D might
help older adults curb the risk of a
bone fracture, but vitamin D alone
does not do the job, a new research
review concludes. - HealthDay
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Read More

From all of us at SafeGuardian, thanks for reading!

Sean Holohan
General Manager
SeanH@SafeGuardian.com
800-378-2957 x720
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